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On January 18th, 2002, the United Nations (2002) General
Assembly passed resolution 561116: United Nations Lteruq,
Decade: Education for All. The foundation of this resolution was
based upon the collective conviction that:

literøqt is crucialto tbe acquisition, by euery child, youth and adub,
of essential life skills that enable them to adì.ress the challenges they

can face in life, and represents an essential step in bøsic education,

which is an indispensable meøns þr effectiue participation in the

societies and economies of the tuenty-first century.

Based upon this definition, literacy is not
restricted merely to reading and writing.
According to the United Nations
Education, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO; 2003), literary
is concerned with how we communicate
in society. It is about the social practices

and relationship and the social practices

and relationships, about knowledge,
language and culture. It is broader than
just the acquisition of knowledge and
understanding of content. It requires that
the student assumes both a personal and
social responsibility to use the attained
knowledge in ethical and just ways. Being
"literate" includes the use of critical and
creative thinking skills and/or processes,

conveying information through va¡ious

forms of communication and applylng
knowledge and skills to make connections
within a¡d between various contexts. In

other words, the life skills that are formed
through the lens of literacy provide a

critical feature of what it means to be

literate. In an era where literary programs
have become a prioriry for provincial
Ministries of Education, it is vital for
our profession to be a strong advocate in
helping to foster strong literary skills for
students today and into the future. The
following summary provides background
information on physical literacy through
the lens of an educator. The paper
concludes with a proposed working
definition of physical literacy for consid-
eration by educators across Canada.

Physical Literuq
\Øhat does it mean to be literate within
the realm ofphysical activities, sport, and
physical education (PE)? The Ca¡adian
Sport Centre's (2006) Long Têrm Athlete

Development Plan (LTAD) recognizes

physical literacy as the foundation for
developing the skills, knowledge, and atti-
tudes needed for Canadians to lead

healtþ active lives.

The definition of physical literaq' provided

by the Canadian Sport Centre (Higgs,

BaJyi, \Ø"y, Cardinal, Norris, 8¿

Bluechardt, 2008) is: "...the development

of fundamental movement skills a¡d fun-
damental sport skills that permit a child to
move confidently and with control, in a

wide range of physical activity, rhythmic
(dance) and sport situations. Physical

literacy also includes the ability to 'read'

what is going on around them in an

activiry setting a¡d react appropriately to
those events" (p. 5). The definition that
UK Sport (2002) adopted of physical

literary is the development of agiliry
balance, coordination, a¡d skill across a

wide range of activities. In both of these

cases, the definitions of physical literacy

are specific to the development of a wide

variety of physical skills. Vithin educ¿-

tional senings, the 5ole of PE is ,o -olã
beyond the physical development of
students. Current curricula¡ goals in PE

are built a¡ound the 'whole child" (i.e.,

physical, cognitive, a¡rd affective domains).
The current definitions and understand-
ing of physical literacy within Canada

Plrysical literaE serua an imporønt þundation for tport (e.g., LTAD) and
education (e.g., prouincial PE curicalum) policies in Cønød¿. This paper
prouidcs øn oueraiew of pþsicøl literaE throuþ the leu of øn edrcøør and
attrmpß n bridge a sipifcønt gøp between rport and plrysical education.

The worhing dcfnition thøt is prouifud examines phlsical literøry fom the

pmpectiue of a quality plrysical education prlgram and the rolc thøt such

progranu phy in the dnelapment of the whoh chili.

h sauoir-faire plrysique constinu un solidt þndernnt à lhppui dzs politiquzs
sur lz sport (p. o, h DLTA) et nr lUducation (p. ex., les programmes-caàres

dUducation plrysi.qw dzs prouinces) øu Canad¿. Cet articl¿ oplq* lz concept

du sauoir-faire pltlsique du point d¿ uue dun éducatnr et il tnt¿ d¿ conblø
lUcart entre lz spott a lUducøtion plrysiqut. lø dSnition prwisoire sint
It søuoir-faire plrysi4ue d¿n¡ l¿ cnntexte dun programme dUducation plrysiqut

dc qualiti et confrme son rôl¿ d¿rc lz dnebppennt glnbal dc I'cnfant.
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have emerged primarily through the sport
system. Although sport and PE are close-

ly related, they do not always share the

same goals or serve the same individuals.

Hence, a definition of physical literacy

that is relevant to and representative of
the educational environment within
Canada is warranted. Schools, and in
particular the subject of PE within
schools, are ideally positioned to foster

students' development of physical literacy

given its mandate to provide equal and

equitable access to the development of the

skills, knowledge, and aftitudes needed to

become physically literate. At the same

time, it is critical to ensure that the devel-

opment of physical literacy within PE

mutually supports the development of
physical literacy within sport. As a result,

the development of physically literate

individuals is a priority that both educa-

tion and the sport system share.

Physical Literacy for Physical

Educators
The concept of literacy within en

educational setting goes well beyond the

acquisition of knowledge and under-

standing (c.f, Fernandez Balboa, 1997).

It is the application of foundational
knowledge and understanding in ethical

and proficient ways across a wide range of
environments, tasks, a¡rd situations that
makes an individual truly literate.
Imagine if we only taught children the

alphabet from A to M and stopped there!

Narrowing the aim of PE to the develop-

ment of skill while ignoring other signifi-
cant dimensions would be similarly
unreasonable. Consequently, physical lit-
eracy is based upon a solid foundation
where children and youth develop the

skills, knowledge and attitudes across a

wide variety of activities so that they

might engage with poise and confidence
(\Øhitehead, 2007). In othe¡ words,

physically literate youngsters "should be

creative, imaginative, and clea¡ in expres-

sive movement, competent and efficient
in utilitaria¡ movement and inventive,

versatile, and skillful in objective
movement" (Morrison as cited in \Øall &
Murray, 1994, p. 5).

Margaret Vhitehead (2007) has been

credited as being one of the leading
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education experts in physical literacy.

Her most recent definition of physical

literacy is: the motivation, confidence,

physical competence, understanding
and knowledge to maintain physical

activiry at an individually appropriate
level, throughout life. This definition of
physical literacy is based upon several

characteristics that are summarized in
Table 1 and is consistent with other
scholars who stress the importance of
the interaction of an individualt physi-
cal abilities within the social and
cultural contexts of movement (Penny

& Chandler, 2000; \X/right 8c Burrows,
2006).

In an international surve¡ Hayden-
Davies (200B) asked 12 experts from
around the world: "\Øhat is physical

literary?" Based on the responses, the

core principle of physical literacy is "the

abiliry to capitalize on the interaction
between physical competence and affec-

tive characteristics" 1n. 19). Thus, what
is critical is the ability to respond
effectively across a wide variety of
situations which embrace both lifelong
participation and the development
of life skills. Hayden-Davies (2008)

suggests that the development of these

characteristics is "developed through an

interaction and interplay between an

individual, environments and others"

and that "any expression of physical

literacy will be linked to the individualt
unique capacities and the individual's
culture" ip. 19).

It is clear, therefore, that physically literate

individuals not only move effìciently, but
they also move creativel¡ competentl¡
ethicall¡ enthusiasticall¡ and in socially
responsible ways (Penny 8¿ Chandler,
2000). Hence, individuals who are

physically literate have the knowledge,

skills, and attiudes to lead healthy
lifesryles for themselves, and also assist

others in acquiring these skills as well.

A Definition of Physical Literaqy

for Canadian Physical Educators
The following is a proposed working
definition of physical literacy that is

intended to resonate with physical
educators from across Canada in order
to bridge a gap that has traditionally
existed between sport and PE:

Indiuiduak who are physicalþ literate

moue with competence in a wid¿

uariety of physical actiuities that
benefit the dzuelopment of the whole

Perton.

Physicalþ literate indiuiduak consis-

tentþ deuelop the motiuation and
abili4t to understand, communicate,

apply and anøþze dffirent forms
of mouement. They nre able to
demonstrøte ø uørielt of mouements

confidently competenth creatiueþ

and strategicølþ across a wide range

of healtb-rekted physical øctiuities.

These skills enrtble indiuiduals to

maÞe heabhy, actiue choices through-

out their life span that are both

benefcial to and respecful of them-

selues, others, and their enuironment.

Justification for the Definition
Overall, the definition is intended to

bridge the sport and educational sectors

and situates physical literary as a priority
that both sectors share. This definition is

unique to educators in that it is harmo-
nious with current educational notions of
literacy which is critical for those in the

educational sector. The first sentence pro-

vides an opportunity for a short, concise

definition of physical literacy. The term
'competence' should be interpreted as

inclusive, implying that it is unique tg:
each individual rath:r than being based

upon norms for skills acquisition. In
other words, competence is defined on

an individual-by-individual basis based

upon various skills a¡d is not based on

population norms. It is also intended to

incorporate the application ofa variety of
skills at a proficient level (i.e., compe-

tence) across numerous different physical

activities (e.g., games, dance, fitness,

Ð/mnastics, outdoor). The first sentence

provides the rationale regarding'why' it is

important to be physically literate; in
that, it benefits the whole person
(physical, cognitive, affective, etc). Thus,

the worhng definition is intended to



highlight the importance of physical

activity to benefit physical (e.g., fitness

and motor skjlls), cognitive (e.g., thinking
understanding, problem solving skills),

social (e.g., positive peer interactions,

communication, teamwork, cooperation)
and affective (e.g., emotional, spiritual,

and motivational) development. Finall¡
the term, wide variety of physical activi-

, ties is consistent with Sport Canada's

vision of physical,Iiteraø¡ a¡d is also con-

sistent with current definitions of physical

. literacy.The reader is encouraged to think
very broadly with regard to 'wide variety;
far broader tharr just popular sports but
also to lifelong physical activities.

The definition then describes in more

detail the specific characteristics related

to the process of becoming and being

physically literate.
. Motivation is often used to highlight

the importance of the affective domain

and to reinforce ongoing development.
. IJndersta¡ding communication, appli-

cation and analysis are commonly used

frameworls for educational rubrics

and are consistently embedded within
the literacy literature. As a result,

educators will gain a richer under-

standing and perspective of the role of
PE to foster student learning.

Diverse forms of movement encour-

ages variety across different forms of
movement such as dance, fitness,

garnes, gymnastics, individual activities,

outdoor pursuits, etc. This helps to
reinforce that students should develop

competence across a number of diffe¡-
ent activities.

Confidence and competence denote

both the role of selÊesteem on the

development of skills at proficient
Ievels (e.g., mature form of a skill). It is

also important to note that it is not
simply the acquisition of skills that is
important, but rather the application

of skills within and across various

contexts that is essential for the'
development of physical literacy.

The performance of a fundamental

skill with a mature pattern does not
necessarily guerantee successful

tra¡sfer of knowledge. For example,

performing the overhand throw at a
mature level does not ensure that that
same individual will be able to transfer

his/her knowledge and understanding

of this skill into a game context when
faced with pressure from a defender.

Hence, the terms 'confidence' and
'competence' assume that true skill is

applied and within authentic move-
ment contexts.

Creativity denotes the ability to apply

skills in new and novel ways and also

provides a link to expressive forms of
movement (e.g., dance, gymnastics,

fitness). Being able to apply skills (i.e.,

physical, cognitive, and affective skills)

creatively is critical in the development

of physical Iíteraø¡ because it demon-

strates versatility and promotes the

development of new and innovative

solutions to movement challenges.

Strategically is used to link the concept

of strategic thinking and the abiliry to
read va¡ious situations within different
types of physical activities. This is

consistent with the LTADT definition
of physical literacy. Strategic thinking
is critical not only in games but in all

movement forms. For example,

knowingwhen to adjust the amount of
force in a creative dance can demon-

st¡ate different forms of expressive

movement. Knowing how to conserve

energy in activities such as cross

country skiing or distance swimming
is an important strategy in order to
have a strong finish. Strategic thinking
enables individuals to make decisions

about when and how to apply their
skills.

Health-related precedes physical

activities to ensure that fitness is an

outcome and to reinforce that physical

activities do in fact help to improvg
health as outline¡[ in Canadat Fitness

Guides. Health-related fitness refers to
the development of flexibility, strength,

and endurance. These health-related

components are critical in order to

assist individuals to apply their skills as

proficiendy as possible.

Healthy active choices is a common

phrase in most Canadian PE curricula

and is consistent with Health Promot-
ing School initiatives. It also provides

an important link to differentiated

learning by outlining the importance

of individual choice.

Lifespan reminds individuals that the

role of educators is to educate individ-

Table 1: Whitehead's (2007) characteristics of physical literacy.

L Physical literacy can be described as the ability and motivation to capitalise on our
movement potential to make a significant contribution to the quality of life.

2. As humans we all exhibit this potential, however its specific expression will be particular
to the culture in which we live and the movement capacities with which we are endowed.

3. An individual who is physically literate moves with poise, economy and confidence
in a wide variety of physically challenging situations.

4. The individual is perceptive in'reading'all aspects of the physical environment,
anticipating movement needs or possibilities and responding appropriately to these,

with intelligence and imagination.

5. A physically literate individual has a well established sense of self as embodied in the
world. This, together w¡th an articulate ¡nteract¡on with the environment, engenders
positive self-esteem and self confìdence.

6. Sens¡tiv¡ty to, and awareness of our embodied capacities leads to fluent self expression

through non-verbal communication and to perceptive and empathetic interaction
with others.

7. ln addition the individual has the ability to identifu and articulate the essential qualities

that influence the effectiveness of his/her own movement performance, and has an

understanding of the principles of embodied health, with respect to basic aspects such

as exercise, sleep and nutrition.
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l.

uals to make healthy active choices for

a lifetime, and that physical activity is

not confined to a school subject or

merely when students attend school.
. Beneficial to and Respectful of

themselves, others, and their environ-

ment is a link to health concepts

and highlights that the benefits reaped

through physical activity should

be considered through the lens of
personal and social responsibiliry.

For example, eYen though someone

possesses a high level of skill and fitness

and is able to respond strategicall¡

confidentl¡ and competently in
va¡ious movement situations, it does

not guarantee that he/she will do so

ethically, justl¡ or holistically. This

final part ofthe description ofphysical
literacy stresses that the way in which

we communicate and apply our skills,

knowledge and understandings is

equally important. It also highlights

our need to acknowledge and care for

each dimension of human well-being
(mind, body, spirit).

Overall, this definition is consistent with
PHE Canadat (n.d) criteria for a Quality
Daily Physical Education program (see

Täble 2). Through a Quality (and hope-

fully daiþ PE program, individuals

become physically educatedwhich in turn
enables them to demonstrate physical lit-
eracF throughout their lifespan. The con-

cept of physical literaa¡ is that through
quality PE, individuals become physically

literate which they can not only apply in
physical activities, but also in other

aspects oflife.

Conclusion
Physical Literacy is now a reality for
educators across Canada. Many provin-

cial PE curricula in Canada (i.e., British

Columbia, Saskatchewan, Ontario,
Newfoundland and Labrador) currendy

stress that students should become

physically literate as a result of achieving

grade specific standards, expectations, or

outcomes. As an example, the Ontario

Ministry of Education is set to launch a

new Health and PE Curriculum Ln2009

that envisions a generation of physically

literate students. Many other provincial

curricula also have strong characteristics

consistent with physical literary.

The working definition of physical

literacy presented in this paper is
intended to assist teachers to implement

quality PE programs linked to provincial
curricular outcomes designed to foster

the development of physically literate

students. It is also intended to bridge a

significant gap that often exists between

sport and PE. The working definition
attempts to do this by considering the role

that a qualiry PE program can play not
only in the development of physically

literate participants in sport programs,

but also physically literate individuals for
life. By fostering physical literacy through

quality PE programs, the students of

today not only are better prepared to lead

healthy active lives, but they are befter

prepared to do so in a way that assist

others, are respectful of the environment,

and which are creative in ways that
have the potential to generate new and

innovative ideas. r
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Tabte 2: PHE Canada's (n.d.) characteristics of a
Quality Daily Physical Education (QDPE) program.

Characteristics of a QDPE Program

l. Daily curricular instruction for all students (K-1 2) for a minimum of 30 minutes.

2. Well planned lessons incorporating a wide range of activit¡es.

3. A high level of participation by all students in each class.

4. An emphasis on fun, enjoyment, success, fair play, self-fulfillment and personal health.

5. Appropriate activities for the age and stage of each student.

6, Activities which enhance cardiovascular systems, muscular strength, endurance and

flexibility.

7. A partic¡pation based intramural program.

8. Qualified, enthusiasticteachers.

9. Creative and safe use of facilities and equipment.
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